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GLOBAL CORPORATE ACCESS (GCA)
PRODUCTIVITY GOES WI-FI

Mobile work is part of everyday business life, and the availability of high-speed
and high-quality Internet access is critical for productivity today.
Global Corporate Access (GCA) is a corporate solution that offers optimal service
quality for Wi-Fi use and facilitates Internet access in more than 120 countries.
Simple, smart and secure with transparent costs.

Highlights
¡

¡

THE WORLD’S LARGEST WI-FI NETWORK
¡

With more than 57 million hotspots, GCA is the world’s largest Wi-Fi network, allowing
business professionals to access the Internet at all relevant business locations, such
as hotels, airports, restaurants and many public spaces. For those on the move, GCA
also offers Internet access on many trains and planes (inflight connectivity).
AN EXCELLENT CONNECTION WITH SMART CONNECT
GCA uses advanced analytics to assess hotspots based on criteria such as signal
strength, speed, bandwidth and connection success. The resulting information is sent
to the Smart Connect platform together with location information, where it is analysed
so that GCA users can always connect to the best available hotspot.
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The world’s largest network (over
57 million hotspots in more than 120
countries)
Inflight services in the US, Europe
and Asia with well-known airlines
Evaluation and prioritisation of
hotspots based on their service
quality		
Simple activation of the GCA client
without entering user data
Automatic connection
(Auto Connect)
Smart Connect to establish a
connection with the best available
hotspot
Security for mobile devices with
Last Mile VPN
Compatibility with common
corporate VPN solutions
Unlimited flat rate – no contractual
restrictions in terms of time, data
volume or speed
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SIMPLE USE WITH AUTO CONNECT
Once it has been installed, the GCA client only needs to be activated once. There is
no need to enter a username or password. The client then automatically connects
to the best available hotspot in the area. Users no longer have to log on manually at
hotspots using an individual access code or voucher or by entering personal data
such as an email address.

ADVANTAGES
¡

¡
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OPTIMAL SECURITY WITH LAST MILE VPN

¡

GCA is particularly secure because employees who are mobile do not have to disclose sensitive data when connecting to public hotspots. A Last Mile VPN to the nearest GCA gateway also protects data transmissions when mobile devices access the
Internet through a hotspot. Furthermore, GCA is compatible with the most common
VPN solutions, supporting the enforcement of specific company security policies.
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COMPLETE COST CONTROL

¡

SUPPORTED
PLATFORMS
¡

With the flat-rate service GCA Unlimited, even data-intensive applications can be used
without limit. This eliminates high roaming costs for 3G and 4G data consumption and
one-off charges for individual premium and in-flight services. Companies receive a
collective statement for all users.

Greater productivity: mobile work
with GCA at any time, anywhere
Optimal hotspot service quality
thanks to advanced analytics
Simple use (no vouchers,
registration or advertising)
Greater security when using free
Wi-Fi access points
Transparent and reduced costs
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Windows 10,8,7
Mac OS
iOS
Android
Windows 10 Mobile

ANY QUESTIONS?

CONTACT

PUBLISHER

Contact your Deutsche Telekom
representative or visit us online at:
www.ems.telekom.com

Freecall: (0) 0800 422 445 33
Email: ems-sales@telekom.de
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